
 

 

 
 

Fruit Tea Cocktail/Mocktail Recipe 

Tea Lovers Fruit Teas contain no caffeine or added sugar, are high in Vitamin C and make the 

perfect fruity cocktail bases. Below are 5 mentioned Tea Lovers fruit teas blends, that can be 

prepared using the same cocktail/mocktail recipe below -   

1. Citrus Punch (Orange & Passionfruit)  

(Makes 1L – 4 cocktails / 3 mocktails)  

Need -  

 7 tsps Tea Lovers Cirtus Punch Fruit Tea 

 1 tsp sugar (or stevia)  

 Ice, Passionfruit Pulp, Orange Slices and Mint Sprig to serve 

 1.2-2L tea infuser jug or teapot 

 Cocktail Version: 4 x 30ml white spirits 

How To -  

 Brew fruit tea in 1L of boiling water. Add sugar (or stevia) and stir. Once cooled, place in 

fridge to chill (no need to remove fruit tea from infuser basket, cannot over-brew). 

 

 Serving: Fill a tall tumbler glass with ice. Cut 2 full orange slices - Cutting 1 slice into 

quarters and arrange in glass / Cutting a slit in the 2nd slice and placing on rim of glass for 

decoration. Spoon 4 tsp of passionfruit pulp over ice, then fill with fruit tea, place a mint 

sprig on top of tea.… and enjoy! 

 

 Cocktail Version: Use a shorter spirit tumbler glass. Follow the same recipe as above, 

adding a shot of white spirits (30mls) before filling with fruit tea.  

 

Alternative Fruit Tea Recipes 

This same cocktail/mocktail recipe can be repeated using the following Tea Lovers Fruit Tea 

Blends -    

 2. Tea Lovers ‘Fruit Medley’ – Alternatively dress with fresh cut strawberries and orange slices.  

 3. Tea Lovers ‘Berry Cocktail’ – Alternatively dress with fresh cut strawberries and floating 

blueberries. 

 4. Tea Lovers ‘Pink Lemonade’ – Alternatively dress with fresh cut strawberries and lemon slices (add 

an extra tsp of sugar/stevia to increase sweetness & reduce tartness if desired).   

 5. Tea Lovers ‘Peach Melba’ – Alternatively dress with peach wedges and floating raspberries. 
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